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Welcome
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I don’t know about you, but I
feel it has been a long Winter and 
the cold spell at the end of February
has done nothing to lift spirits which
can be low for so many at this time
of year. However, I am writing this
on Mother ’s Day having received
some lovely cards from my sons 
and husband and know that the
reconfirmation of being thought 
of, appreciated and loved are so
important in life.

The tragic events which unfolded
just after Christmas with the devas-
tation of the Tsunami were immense,
with so many affected, each with
their own tragic story. One thing 
that really struck me and I found to

be very heart warming was the pub-
lic response and the huge generosity
of help and donations. If only such
kindness could be kept in mind at all
times, and yet as the media publicity
dwindles, we return to normal life
and the tragedy of others seems to
fade a little.

Comic Relief and Red Nose Day
will be over by the time you read
this. Another stark reminder of 
how others suffer, but again the
knowledge that just a little help 
can go such a long way. With these
events in mind I have been busy
making cards to sell to raise money. 
I can’t think of a much better way 
of fundraising than this as I really
enjoy making them so much, despite
the little time I have to do so.

Each night for now, I’m trying to
set aside some time to make just one
card, and in time the collection will
grow to hopefully make a reason-
able fund. I’m sure many of you do
something similar. One of the many
good aspects of card making is that
cards will always be needed and
hopefully appreciated to express
sentiments of thoughtfulness, kind-
ness and affection.

On a more cheerful note, I am
about to venture out to teach this
afternoon and the question is, do 
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Jane Chiodini.

I take my ‘in car helper’ or not? As 
I do a lot of driving, much of it late
at night, I decided to buy myself a
portable satellite navigation system.
Well, is it me or my female brain, 
but it seems to give me more hassle
than help.

I went for a model that was 
definitely at the higher range of
expense and now I’m regretting 
the choice. The lady within the
machine keeps telling me ‘I’ve gone
off course’ and she’s ‘recalculating’
even when I’m driving straight
down the M1 and I know I haven’t
made a mistake. At other times she
tells me to turn North, West, South
or East when I have no way to even
work out where North is – why 
can’t she just say turn left or right 
as I know some products on the
market do?

I am most certainly the type of
female that turns the map upside
down to read it, so perhaps it’s just
me. Wish me luck anyway as I hope
it gets me home in time tonight to
make another card!

Best Wishes



Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Scissors or Knife and Cutting Mat.
Mini Fixer Pads, Sticky Fixer Pads or 
Silicone Adhesive.
3D Découpage Paper: DC304 to DC311.
Card Mount: For DC304 to DC307 use 
AP02U/M/G. For DC308 to DC310 use 
AP48U/G. For DC311 use SF03U or 
DEC3U or it will fit into an AP48U/G.

How To Make The Cards:
The first layer of each design is a full print

(except for DC311 which has separate instruc-
tions below).

For DC308 & DC309 mount the full print into
the card before working the other layers onto it.
These découpage papers have empty yellow ban-
ners to which you can add any suitable wording,
we used black peel off stickers for our designs. 

For DC310 and the ‘Sea Life’ designs DC304
to DC307, mount into the card after completing
all the layers as the lower edges go behind the
aperture. For these to work nicely you need 
to keep some of the white background paper
attached, this is shown by the grey areas around
the pictures.

3D Découpage
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1. Cut out the parts shown.
Cut between the top two
daisies and sticky fix the
single one in place. Sticky
fix left daisy in place. Cut
the bow as shown and cut
between the leaves/flowers
in the four places shown.
Sticky fix into place and
glue leaves and bow at cuts
where shown.

2. Cut out the parts shown.
Cut away the leaf under the
red flower and cut around
other leaf as shown. Cut
away the leaf above the 
red and to the right of the
white flower and sticky fix
the three single leaves into
place gluing each where
shown. Sticky fix flowers
into place.

3. Cut out the parts shown.
Sticky fix the bit of pink
flower into place. Cut the
white flower petal away
from the red and the blue 
flowers. Sticky fix the red
and white petals into place.
Cut the top two petals off
the blue flower. Sticky fix
these two petals into place
and glue where shown.
Sticky fix the rest of the
flower into place.

DC311

White gaps in the diagrams show where to
cut, Blue/Yellow lines show where to glue. 

DC311 Anemonies: This design looks
just lovely with a bit of extra work
done on the first layer and mounted
onto a single fold card.
Cut one of the designs away from the
sheet of four and mount onto a piece
of thick white paper to stiffen it a bit.
Cut out the central portion where 
it meets the white border, cutting
straight across any leaves, flowers, 
ribbon, etc.
Place both pieces onto the front of the
card to get the position right, then
remove the outer frame and glue the
inner piece into place. Mount the 
outer frame onto the card using mini
fixers all round.
Now continue with the découpage in
the usual way. The flowers will fit into
the inset frame with the leaves and
ribbon overlapping it.
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1. Cut out the parts shown. 
Cut between the coat hooks
and banner, sticky fix hooks
into place and glue where
shown. Cut under chin and
around knee as shown. Cut
between the boot and bench
where shown. Sticky fix
into place and glue bench
and chest where shown.

2. Cut out the parts shown.
Sticky fix the hook and paw
into place. Cut between
jacket arms and body, sticky
fix into place and glue as
shown. Cut under arm and
over leg then between bag
and bear as shown. Sticky
fix into place and glue bot-
tom and tummy as shown.

3. Cut out the parts shown.
Sticky fix the ball, zipper,
nose, boot, sock top, shorts
and sleeve into place and
glue the shoulder, bottom,
zipper and sock as shown.
Cut beside the handle of 
the bag, gently curve the
bag down, sticky fix into
place.

1. Cut out the parts shown
and sticky fix banner into
place. Cut the tablecloth in
the four places shown and
between the glass and mice
tummies as shown. Sticky
fix into place and glue mice
tummies and the tablecloth
as shown.

2. Cut out the parts shown.
Sticky fix the banner ends
and rose into place. Cut
between the mice and glass
by faces and tummies as
shown. Cut between ribbon
tail and glass. Sticky fix into
place and glue mice and
ribbon as shown.

3. Cut out the parts shown.
Sticky fix the roses, bow
and banner ends into place.
Cut both of the arms where
shown and gently curve
down above the cut. Sticky
fix into place and glue the
tops as shown.

DC308

DC310

1. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between trousers and shirt
then hat and brim. Sticky
fix into place and glue top
of trousers and hat where
shown.
2. Cut out the parts shown.
Set the two wheels aside for
later. Cut between the head

and shoulder. Sticky fix the
head into place and glue
where shown. Sticky fix the
other parts into place and
glue shoulder on both sides
where shown.
3. Cut out the parts shown.
Sticky fix face, left arm and
radio knobs into place. Fix

trouser turnups and skate-
board into place, gluing the
skateboard where shown
and tucking the small turn-
up behind the radio. Cut
between sleeve and collar,
sticky fix into place and
glue both where shown.
Sticky fix the two wheels
(saved earlier) into place.

DC309
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1. Cut out the
parts shown.
Sticky fix shark
into place. Cut
the seabed in
the 3 places
shown and cut
between right
hand seaweed
and seabed as
shown. Sticky
fix right hand
seaweed into
place and glue base as shown. Sticky fix bed into place by the 
top edge only. Glue bed in the 3 places shown then glue around
the edge outside picture area.

3. Cut out the
parts shown.
Sticky fix the
shark fin and
seaweed into
place and glue
as shown. Cut
around the gills
on each fish.
Sticky fix the 2
orange fish into
place gluing as
shown and lift
the gills. Sticky fix the black fish into place and lift the gills. Cut
between the various plants as shown and sticky fix all into place
gluing outside the picture area on each one. Bend some parts up
and others down according to the painting to add to the 3D effect.

2. Cut out the
parts shown
and sticky fix
shark and black
fish into place.
Sticky fix the 3
green seaweed
plants into
place and glue
the bases. Cut
between the 2
orange fish,
sticky fix the
back one into place and glue tail. Sticky fix front one into place.
Cut between the two large blue leaves where shown and sticky
fix into place gluing the leaf where shown. Sticky fix rest of
seabed into place and glue the 3 parts outside the picture area.

1. Cut out the
parts shown.
Cut between
the seabed and
seaweed on the
right as shown.
Sticky fix the
seaweed into
place and glue
base where
shown. Sticky
fix the seabed
and whale into
place using fixers on the whale and along the top edge of seabed.
Glue the edges outside the picture area.

3. Cut out the
parts shown.
Sticky fix the
flipper into
place and glue
top. Cut around
the gills on each
fish, lift the gills
and sticky fix
into place. Cut
between the
various plants
as shown.
Sticky fix into place and glue the purple leaves and blue shell
shaped plant as shown. Glue the edges of the plants outside the
picture area.

2. Cut out parts
shown. Sticky
fix fishes and
seaweed into
place gluing 
the seaweed 
as shown. Cut
between whale
body and tail as
shown. Sticky
fix both into
place and glue
top of tail as
shown. Cut between the two leaves on left as shown. Sticky fix
the seabed into place by the top edge only and glue leaf where
shown. Glue the edges outside the picture area.

DC305DC304
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1. Cut out parts
shown. Sticky
fix the dolphin
into place. Cut
between seabed,
seaweed and
hills in 3 places
as shown. Cut
away the top
section on the
seaweed as
shown, sticky
fix the top part
into place and glue at the base. Sticky fix lower section into place
and glue at the base where shown. Sticky fix seabed into place
using pads at the top edge only. Glue the hills in 3 places shown
then glue sides and bottom of seabed outside the picture area.

3. Cut out parts
shown. Sticky
fix the dolphin’s
fin into place
and glue top
where shown.
Cut around the
gills on all 3
fish, lift the gills
slightly, sticky
fix into place
and glue all
where shown.
Cut between the plants along the seabed in the 7 places shown.
Sticky fix into place gluing the edges outside the picture area.
Bend some plants up and some down according to the way they
are pointing to add to the 3D effect.

2. Cut out the
parts shown.
Sticky fix the
dolphin and 
the two loose
fish into place.
Sticky fix the
fern like plant
into place and
glue outside
picture area.
Sticky fix the
seabed into
place using pads at the top edge only and glue the edges outside
the picture area.

1. Cut out the
parts shown
and sticky fix
the seal into
place. Cut
between the
seaweed on 
the right and
between the
rock and sea-
weed as shown.
Sticky fix the
top piece of 
seaweed and glue where shown. Sticky fix and glue the lower
strip of seaweed as shown. Sticky fix the rest of the seabed into
place using the fixers along the top edge of the layer only. Glue
the sides and bottom edge outside the picture area.

3. Cut out the
parts shown.
Sticky fix the
flipper into
place and glue
top as shown.
Cut around the
gills and tails
on both fish as
shown. Curve
bodies down at
the tail. Sticky
fix the fishes into place gluing the front edges as marked and 
gently lift the gills. Cut the two top leaves from the left seaweed
and sticky fix these into place gluing the bottom as shown. Cut
between the plants along the seabed as shown, sticky fix by the
top edges only and glue the edges outside the picture area.

2. Cut out the
parts shown.
Sticky fix the
seal and fish
into place.
Sticky fix the
fern like plant
into place and
glue outside 
the picture area.
Cut the left
hand seaweed
where shown.
Sticky fix the seabed into place using fixers at the top edge only
and glue the seaweed on the left as shown. Glue the edges out-
side the picture area.

DC307DC306



Daisy Chain
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By Sue Williamson
These two pretty stamps make a lovely design

when put together. I used stars to link up my
‘daisy chain’ but small flowers or even dots
would look just as good.

Materials Required:
Stamps by Hero Arts: 
Flower Stamp and Square Shadow Stamp.
Ivory Dye Based Shadow Ink Pad.
Gold Pigment Ink Pad.
Clear Sparkle Embossing Powder.
Marvy Markers: Yellow and Orange.
Heat Gun: HOT01.
Old Newspapers.
Thin White Card 10cm x 10cm.
Stars and Happy Birthday Stickers.
Sticky Fixers.
Card Mount: DEC8U-45 Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
Place the opened out card face up on the

worksurface. Ink the shadow stamp using the
shadow ink pad and stamp all over the back
and front of the card in rows. Stagger each row 
of stamped images to make a brick wall effect
then leave aside to dry.

Ink the flower stamp using the gold ink 
pad and stamp four images onto the piece of
white card. Protect the work surface with old
newspapers. Sprinkle the glitter embossing
powder over the stamped flowers, tip and tap
the card to ensure the designs are covered in
powder then tip off the excess. This can be
reused, so put it back into the container.

Emboss the flowers using the heat gun. Keep
it a few inches away from the card and move it
gently around to avoid any overheating. Check
carefully and remove the heat as soon as the
flowers emboss.

Colour in the flowers using a mix of orange
and yellow marvy markers. Colouring each
petal randomly gives a pretty, natural effect. 

Cut out the four flowers and place half a
sticky fixer pad on the reverse of each one. Peel
the backing and stick them onto the card front,
going left to right, then left to right again as
you work down the card.

Stick the peel off stars in wriggly rows be-
tween flowers using the photograph to guide
you and add the peel off greeting in the lower
corner to finish.



Coppery Cat
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By Katie Conway
This stylish cat is made from Fimo dusted with

perfect pearl powder and looks just as gorgeous in
other colourways. Also makes a purr-fect wedding
or engagement card using two cats.

Materials Required:
Fimo Items: Dark Brown Fimo, Gold Fimo Powder,
Fimo Gloss Varnish and a Rolling Pin.
Perfect Pearls Powder: Copper and Gold.
Copper Wire, Copper Foil and Stylus.
Copper Eyelets, Eyelet Tool and Mat.
Fine Paintbrush.
Small & Medium Flower Punches.
Copper Mirri Card 55mm x 155mm.
Vellum/Tracing Paper 45mm x 145mm.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Knife and Cocktail Stick.
Sticky Fixers and Uhu Black Top Glue.
Gold Label Sticker: XL037U-24 Copper (similar).
Card Mount: SF09U-44 Linen Cream.

To Make The Card:
Trace the diagram of the cat onto the tracing

paper and cut it out.
Roll an oblong of brown Fimo to approximately

5cm x 16cm x 3mm thick. Place the cut out tracing
of the cat onto this and draw faintly around 
the edge with the craft knife. Any errors can be
corrected by blending them out with a moistened
finger tip. 

Cut out the cat with the craft knife, using a
minimum of smooth flowing strokes. Make sure
the edges are smooth and flowing by running a
damp finger along them if necessary. 

Roll a sausage of dark brown for the tail approx.
6cm long and slightly tapered. Attach the tail to
the cat by the thicker end, gently flatten at the join
and blend it into the body with a damp finger.
Curl the tail as shown in the diagram leaving the
end unflattened. Mark the leg detail with the knife
and the paws with the cocktail stick.
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Dip a finger
into the copper
perfect pearls
and blend
highlights into
your cat use
the picture 
as a guide if
necessary.

Roll a small
ball of Fimo
into a skinny
thread, cut two
lengths approx.
2.5mm each
and shape to
little crescents
for the eyes.
Attach them to
the face with a
cocktail stick.

Cut the
mouth and 
a very tiny 
triangle for 
the nose from
the Fimo
thread. Cut 2
top whiskers at
around 8mm
long and 2
lower ones at
5mm long. Fix
these into place
with the cocktail stick again. Dust the face very
lightly using the paintbrush and gold powder
and add a slightly heavier dusting to the paws.

Place onto foil and bake for 20 minutes at 
115 degrees. Once cool varnish the cat using
Fimo gloss varnish.

Punch one medium flower and one small
flower from the copper foil. Using the eyelet
punch add little holes around the centre of 
the larger flower. (CAUTION: Using the paper
punches on the foil may break your punch, 
use the thinnest copper you can find, and bear 
in mind that it may still ruin the punch). If you
don’t want to chance damaging your punch 
you will have to cut the flowers by hand. Use 
the stylus to emboss a stipple effect onto the
back of each flower. 

Centralise the vellum panel over the Mirri
panel and stick into place down the centre where
the cat will be so any glue will not show through.

Place the flowers into
position on this panel.

Bend a length of
the copper wire to the
shape shown in the 
diagram with one end
on each flower. Fix the
ends of the wire and
the flowers into place
with the eyelets. 

Stick this panel 
onto the card mount
using sticky fixers then
use uhu to stick the cat
into place on the pan-
els. Add the wording
sticker below the panel.
Right: Little pawprints on
the background look great
on this black and white
version. The black pearl
glitter card blank sets off
the glittery cat very nicely.

Below: Two cats, one in
pink and one in blue make
this wedding card extra special. Change the background
paper to make it an engagement card.

Actual Size



Simply Spirella
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By Joy Inwood
These two designs are worked in exactly the

same way. Simply using different colours and
accessories gives very different finished effects.

Materials Required:
Spirella Round White 6.5cm.
Gold/Green Mix Metallic Thread.
Translucent Gold Paper 10cm x 16cm.
Metallic Yellow Stamp Pad.
Dauber or Sponge.
Clear Tape and Sticky Fixers.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Black Wording and Flower Stickers and Gold
Flower Sticker.
Card Mount: DEC7M-33 Pearl Glitter Gold.

To Make The Card:
Use the dauber or a piece of sponge and the

metallic ink pad to colour the white spirella
round giving it a nice mottled effect all over.
Once you are happy with the result, put the
wheel aside to dry. 

Wind the wheel by taping one end of the gold
thread to the back of the template and bringing it
through any one of the grooves of the template,
which will now be groove 1 on the diagram. 
Take the thread across the front and down into
groove 14. Take the thread across the back and
bring it out at groove 2, across the front and into
15, across the back and up at 3, over the front 
to groove 16. Continue winding round in this
way until every groove has two threads, tape 

the end of the thread
securely on the back
before cutting off 
any excess.

Run a line of 
double sided tape
along the back of the
card close to the fold
line. Fold the gold
paper in half and 
slip over the card,
pressing onto the

tape to stick. Add the spirella design using sticky
fixers to lift it from the background. 

Add a gold flower sticker to the centre of the
wheel and some black flowers and wording onto
the card to contrast with the gold in the design.

The larger design (7cm circle) below is
worked in much the same way but leaving 12
spaces between each winding which combined
with the larger size of the original template also
makes the centre hole a little bigger. 

The stamp pad colour is metallic purple. For
the wheel, make a smooth colour in the centre
becoming more patchy as you work towards the
outer edges. Also sponge the edge of the white
card mount working fairly lightly in to approxi-
mately 1cm. 

Glue an
oval offcut
diagonally
across the card
mount and
sticky fix the
spirella wheel
onto this. 

Add silver
wording and
leaves.



Splish Splash
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By Helga Dharmpaul

Materials Required:
Blue Metallic Embroidery Thread.
Silver Metallic Crinkle Thread.
Blue Seed Bead.
Embroidery Needle.
Pricking Pen and Mat.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Clear Tape and Masking Tape.
Card Mount: DF03U-43, Linen White.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram and

mark the position of all the dots. With the card
opened out and face up on the pricking mat,
place the tracing over the centre panel and tape
into place. Prick through all of the marked dots
using the pricking tool. 

Thread the needle with blue metallic to work
the waves. Bring the needle through from the
back at 1 and use a little clear tape to hold the
end, take the needle down at 10 to make the 
first stitch. Then work 2-11, 3-12, 4-13. Continue
along the line until the last hole is used. Work
the second row in exactly the same way.

Thread the needle with silver crinkle to work
the dolphin. The body is stitched using the same
method as the waves but the stitches are shorter,
and round the mouth they are shorter still. Bring

the needle up through 1 and down through 6 to
make the first stitch. Then work 2-7, 3-8, 4-9, 5-10
etc. Continue round the dolphin’s body but after
taking the needle down at 40 change to smaller
stitches to work round the mouth as follows. 

Bring the needle up at 39 down at A, then
work 40-B, then back along the mouth E-C, D-B,
C-A, B-41 and A-42. Continue with small stitches
for 41-43, 42-44, 43-45 and 44-46. Then back to
normal with 45-50, 46-51 etc. until reaching the
end of the body.

The flippers are worked by connecting oppo-
site holes beginning with the stitches shown in
each section. Work all round then outline the 
section with backstitch. 

The tail is also worked using opposite holes.
Start with the stitch shown
darker and work round 
keeping all the stitches a
little loose. The last stitch in
the centre is used to pull the
middle of the ‘web’ of stitches
in slightly. Come up at the 
top centre then slide the point
of the needle under the web
and find the last hole. Pull 
the thread through tightly 
and fasten off. 

Stitch the bead on using
the two dots left then glue the
card closed in the usual way.

Actual Size



Andrea Brown
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Designer Profile
I have always loved arts

and crafts and have tried
many of them including
watercolour painting which 
I enjoy.

About 3 years ago I went
down to my local garden
centre and there I saw a lady
demonstrating parchment
craft. I had never heard
of or seen anything like

this before but I became very 
interested and decided to give
it a go. I was hooked straight
away and joined the lady’s
evening classes at the local
adult education department. 

My tutor also did workshops during
the summer holidays so I went along 
to those as well. We were shown how
to use our old used Christmas and
birthday cards to make new ones using
cutting and layering techniques.

A friend told me
about the variety of
crafts shown on shop-
ping channels, so I 
settled down to watch
some of those which
gave me quite a lot of
inspiration. I started
working on crafts using
things like shrink 
plastic, acetate, printed
vellums, ribbon etc.
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A friend of my
mum’s asked me to
make a card for a family
member who showed it to another friend who
also asked me to make cards for her and it has
gone on from there. I am now an absolute addict
and love trying new ideas and projects, but my
biggest pleasure is sharing crafts with others.



Play On Words
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Catherine Collet-Matringe
These cards are suitable for adapting to

most short names with the motifs placed in
or on any suitable letters. 

If your child’s name is rather long, why
not try using an SF08 card which is long
and thin or using just their initials. With
these brightly coloured motifs, your cards
will have just as much appeal.

Materials Required:
Tracing Paper 14cm x 19cm.
Carbon Paper and Pencil.
Silhouette Paper or Black Paper.
Scraps of Coloured Paper.
Small Sharp Scissors or Craft Knife.
Cocktail Stick and Masking Tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC1U Pale Blue.

To Make The Card:
It would take up far too much space to give

you a diagram of each letter of the alphabet both

in lower and upper case, but with the use of a
computer it is very easy to make the lettering 
for any child’s name. Alternatively you could
write the name by hand, with a little practice
you should be able to make nice neat lettering.

For the computer method, begin by typing
out the name or initials of your choice. Make 
it really large so you can get a feel of how the
word would look on the card, you can adjust 
it to the exact size later when you have chosen 
a font you like.

Actual Size
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Select the word and see what it looks like as
you change fonts. You want a fairly open style 
of lettering with tall uprights and preferably
without serifs (serifs are those little bits added 
to the top and bottom of the uprights on many
fonts like this one).

Once you have found a style you like, make 
it the right size to fit neatly onto the card. Some
programs like Adobe Photoshop will let you
change the type into shapes which can be edited
so you can make the capital letter taller or more
curvy etc. When you are happy with the result
print out the wording and check it fits the card.

Trace the lettering in the usual way then lay
the tracing over the motifs, moving it around
until you find the best position on your name 
for the motifs you want to use. 

Place the carbon paper over the white side of
the silhouette paper and the traced design face
down over this, hold in place with a little mask-
ing tape and carefully retrace all the areas which
are to be black on the finished design. Trace the
other elements of the design onto the relevant
colour papers in the same way as for the black.

Carefully cut out the black part of the design
keeping the cutting smooth and even. To cut out

the centre area of a design, press the points of the
scissors through the paper and cut out from there
or use a craft knife if preferred.

If you are adding contrasting mulberry paper
behind the loops of letters, use the tracing of that
letter to trace the loop onto the mulberry then cut
it out a little inside the line to make it smaller
than the black. Glue these into place on the back
of the letter using just the tiniest smear of glue.

Stick the name onto the card using P.V.A. 
glue applied very sparingly with a cocktail stick.
If you lay the name in place before you glue it
you can lift and apply glue to a little bit at a time
which stops the glue drying too quickly. 

Do not glue the top of the barrow or under
the bricks or monster etc where you may want to

tuck the edge
of the colour
designs
under the
black. 

Finally
glue the
coloured
motifs into
place.



Take One Template
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By Jenny Kearley
Here is a little range of cards designed

around one Lacé template.

Materials Required - All Cards: 
Lacé Template LCT038.
Sharp Craft Knife.
Cutting Mat.
Fine Embossing Tool.
Ruler.
Masking Tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Window Box:
Red/White Duo-Card 7cm x 14cm.
Yellow Paper 3.5cm x 12cm.
Heart Punch.
Scraps of Green & Yellow Paper.

Sticky Fixer.
Copper Stardream Card 2.2cm x 14cm.
Deckled Scissors.
Green Felt Tipped Pen.
Card Mount: DEC3U-73 Lime Green.

Please read the General Instructions section
first. Place the template on the red/white duo-
card with the tip of the flower 5mm from the top
edge and the left leaf 8mm in from the side edge.
Cut the whole design as the general instructions
then score and fold it.

Place the yellow paper strip behind the flower
heads and use a pencil to mark where the yellow
shows on the leaves. Cut the paper so the leaves
stay green and stick the yellow in place behind

the flowers. 
Place a little 

yellow behind the
right half of the
right hand flower
and mark the half
flower outline in
pencil. Cut out this
half flower shape
just a little inside
the line and glue it
into place behind
the actual flower.
Use green paper to
back the half of the
right hand leaf in
the same way.

Above: This card is made by cutting the whole template
on a panel of white/mauve duo-card, folding and
weaving in the same way as the window box except
that the stems are scored as well as the folds.

Right: This design uses just one of the motifs from the
template. Line up the left motif on the purple card with
the top of the flower 1cm down from the top edge and
the leaf 9mm in from the left edge. Cut and fold just 
one motif. Cut the yellow paper in half vertically and
glue one half behind the folded purple side lining the
straight edge up neatly with the fold. Glue the other 
half behind the unfolded part of the flower.
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Now for the weav-
ing, begin with the
tulip on the left. Tuck
the outermost red strip
under the background
at the top of the next
flower along as shown
by arrow 1. Tuck 
the very tip of the 
outermost white strip under the red as shown
by arrow 2. Repeat both steps with the next
three flowers.

Interweave the
leaves starting with the
left hand side again.
Slip the outermost
white strip between 
the inner and outer
reds as shown by arrow
1. Tuck the tip marked
by arrow 2 under top of
the outermost white strip where it crosses.
Repeat both steps with the next three flowers.

Using a ruler and the green pen draw a stem
for each of the flowers. Trim the edges of the
panel with the deckled scissors and stick it on 
the card mount with an equal border at the top
and sides. Cut the copper card to a window box
shape and stick into place along the bottom edge
of the tulip panel using sticky fixers. Punch four
yellow hearts and glue onto the window box.

Gold & Copper Outline:
Alchemy Reflection Gold Glitter Paper.
Alchemy Pearl Copper Paper.
Card Mount: DEC3U-30 White.

Use the template on the copper paper in the
usual way but only cut the outside slot then miss
one slot and cut in the next (third) slot. Score and

fold these narrow strips which will give the
outline effect. Back the cut design with the gold
glitter paper then glue this onto the card mount.

Pink & Passion:
Alchemy Pearl Paper 11cm x 16cm of: Bubble
Gum Pink, Passion and Kingfisher Blue.
Purple Holographic Stickers: 
Butterflies ZL568U-76 and Lines ZL171U-76.
Glue Stick.
Card Mount: AP02U-45 Hammer White.

Place the pink and lilac paper face to face and
hold together with a little tape. Stick the template
on either side of this and cut just the outside slot
of the outer two tulips and the centre one. 

Remove the template and score the fold lines
while the two colours are still face to face. Fold
the cuts and place in an upright position.

Above: Made in the same way as the Pink & Passion
card but using much more subtle colours. Makes a great
get well card in either colourway. 
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Lay the template on the back of the blue sheet
with the centre tulip in the centre of the sheet.
Mark the background at the top centre of the
flower and the bottom centre of the leaf pair on
all three tulips. 

Remove the template and cut three straight
slots between the marks on the background
paper. Feed the folded tulips through these slots
then open them out so they lay flat. Use a little
glue stick to hold the three layers of paper
together in a few places then mount into the
aperture as usual.

Add any embellishments you like, I have
used some of our lovely new holographic purple
butterfly stickers to complement the purple in
the flowers.

General Instructions For Using The
Template:

Position the template on the card to be cut
and hold in place with masking tape. Basically all
you need to do is cut each slot of the template
however, there are a few tips that may help get
a good result.

Firstly, the angle you hold the knife at needs
to be more upright than for general cutting to
enable the cut to go right to the end of each slot.

The knife blade will be narrower than the slot
along which you are cutting so keep the blade
along the same edge for each cut, for example, if
you line up along the top edge for the first slot
do the same for the second slot. This means that
each cut will be the same distance apart.

I prefer to cut all the cuts in one direction
before turning the work to complete the cut, for
example - cut the top edge of the flowers then
turn to cut down the sides.

Work the cuts to the points rather than from
the points so, if you cut across the top from the
centre of the flower head stop at the corner, then
work the side of the flower from the bottom
centre up to meet the first cut. If you cut from
the point the paper can tear or move which gives
you a messy point or an uneven strip.

Before you take off the template, turn the
whole thing over and just check the back of the
work, you will easily see if you have missed any
slots out and if any points are not quite cut to
the tips.

Once all the cutting is done remove the 
template and use a ruler to score along all the

fold lines. Do not score the bars of the design
that do not need folding as it will show as a dent
(unless you want this effect).

If  the strip does not come out of it’s cut easily
it is probably not quite cut all the way to the
corner, do not pull it as it will leave a fluffy bit
in the corner, use the knife point to just complete
the cut.

Fold each strip with a folding tool or a ruler
to keep each bar flat as it folds. Complete all the
folding before beginning to weave the strips.

Above: The tulips used for this bright panel card are
made in the same way as for the Pink & Passion option
but you will need to cut the four tulips separately as
they are all on different colour paper. Use a pale and
bright shade of the same colour within each tulip cut to
4cm x 7cm. Place the papers face to face as before using
a glue stick on the outside edges only. Feed through slot
and the glue corners to the black panel. 

When worked on an SF02U card the panels of black card
are 4.5cm x 8cm each with slots cut in to feed the tulips
through in the same way as before. I also made a match-
ing colour panel for the wording to complete the design.



Football Crazy
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By Pamela Voros

Materials Required:
Football Stickers: XL425U-03 Black.
White Stickers: XL500U-08 Straight Lines.
Green Sticky Backed Vivelle 10cm x 15cm.
White Self Adhesive Felt 10cm x 15cm.
Football Boots and Cup 
(any miniature football decorations will do). 
Sticky Fixers.
Card Mount: SF01U-30 White.

To Make The Card:
Peel the backing from the vivelle, position it

centrally over the front of the card mount then
press into place.

Complete the football pitch by adding white
lines. The straight lines are easy, use the middle
width, simply place them onto the vivelle and
snip to length. Make the curves from the thinnest
lines. Lightly place a large football onto the
centre line and curve the line round the outside
of it before removing the football. 

The semi circles can easily be curved freehand but if
you prefer to have something to curve round you need a

circle with a diameter
of approximately 1cm.

For the border I
used the two smallest

sizes of football. Place all the balls
onto the white felt and cut them out.
Place half a sticky fixer onto the back
of each ball and stick onto the border
around the pitch. 

Add any little football decorations
you like, I bought mine from the cake
decorating section in a local depart-
ment store.
Above: Girls like football too, I made this
card for a friend’s birthday. The grass is cut
from sticky backed Vivelle.

Left: I added the letters to make ‘DAD’ on
the footballs, for Father’s Day or a birthday.



Earring Ideas
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By Sylvia Paxton
In her teenage years my daughter used to

love to wear weird and wonderful earrings.
She has now grown out of that stage and
was having a clear out when I had the idea
of making cards with them. It was a lot of
fun and much more satisfying to use them
instead of throwing them away.

Materials Required:
Any Interesting Earring Parts.
Scraps of Fancy Fabric.
Wadding.
Needle and Clear Thread.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Selection of Card Mounts.

To Make The Cards:
I have used wadding behind all the fabric

to give a soft, padded look to the cards.
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flamingo (below), 
this one is stitched on
crystal nylon on top of
white cotton.

I hope you enjoy
making your own 
version of these cards,
now when you lose an
earring you know just
what to do with the
one you still have!

The wadding
should be cut to
the size of the
aperture and
fabric should be
cut to approxi-
mately 1cm 
larger than the
aperture. 

Use pliers 
or wire cutters
to remove any
bits of the ear-
ring you do 
not need then
stitch it into
position on
your chosen fabric. If there are no suitable holes
on the earring they can be glued on or held 
in place with matching or invisible thread at 
suitable points. 

Glue the design into the aperture. Position the
wadding behind the work and glue the card
closed which will hold the wadding in place.

Take your time choosing the right material as
a striking material can really make the card stand
out such as the bronze material above. Fun cards
can also be made using earrings such as the



Tool Boxes
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By Yvonne Bleuler
These fun tool boxes are an excellent twist

to the handbag style card and the possibilities
for the decorating and filling are endless.

Materials Required:
Yellow Card 150mm x 240mm or 
an SF01U in Yellow.
Black Card 6cm x 12cm.
Tracing Paper.
2 x A4 Yellow Paper.
Tool & Construction Stickers 
(These are from Stickopotamus Inc.).
5cm Length of Gold Wire or Wired Cord.
Gold Label Letters.
Glue Stick and Clear Tape.
Craft Knife and a Ruler.
Large Sewing Needle.

To Make The Card:
Place the yellow card on your work surface 

so it is wider than tall. Mark the two fold lines 
in the positions shown and score along them.
You can use a ready made single fold card using
the pre-scored line as the first score line on the
diagram, you will still have to mark and score
the second one and trim all round to size.

Trace the corner curves from the diagram
below right. Place curve 1 over top left hand
edge of the yellow sheet lining up the two
straight edges to the card edges, trace the curve
indenting the yellow card and trim to the line.
Flip the traced curve over and repeat for the
lower left corner. 

Fold the 45mm flap along the score line 
and place curve 2 over the folded line. Trace 

and indent as before and trim
through both layers. 

Score and fold the black card
to make a 6cm square and glue 

Actual Size Curve Diagrams
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to give a double
thickness. Trace the
handle from the
diagram on the
right. Position the
tracing over the
black card with the
top edge of the
handle along the
fold line of the
card. Retrace over
the lines to indent
the black card and
cut out both pieces. 

Open out the
yellow case and place with the inside upwards.
Position the handle centrally along the crease line
as shown on the first diagram (previous page).
Mark the crease where the handle touches as
shown by the red lines. Remove the handle and
cut a slot along the crease where you have
marked. 

Feed the handle through the slots from the
outside of the case for approx 1cm and glue
both ends to the large flap. Position the tongue
centrally on the small flap with the rounded
end overlapping the edge by 1.5cm and glue the
straight edge to the flap.

Fold the case so it is closed properly and
make a small mark either side of the tongue
about 2mm down from the flap and from the
tongue. Open out the case again and use a large
needle to pierce a hole through at the points you
have just marked, they should end up approx.
where the red dots are on the diagram (previous

page). These need to be just big enough for the
wire to fit through.  Feed the wire through one
hole so approx. 1cm is on the back and tape the
end firmly. Feed the other end through the other
hole and fix in the same way.

Now you need to line the inside of the case
with matching paper (or contrasting if you like)
to cover the inside of the case where the handle
and tongue ends are showing. Lay the case
opened out onto one sheet of yellow paper and
carefully draw round it. Cut just inside the lines
and glue it into the case.

Next you need to make an inside pocket. Cut a
piece of yellow paper to 280mm x 150mm. Fold
this in half, crease and unfold again. 

Cut away the two corners shown in pale yellow
on the diagram leaving a narrow strip just below
the fold on each side. Snip into the narrow strip
to the central fold line as marked by the red lines.

Above:  This is the inside of the tool box complete with
sticker tools. You can include items which are not quite
flat as there is a little room inside.

Right: I made this version as a
briefcase instead of a tool
box for those who are
less keen on DIY. For 
a briefcase you only
need initials, not the
whole name and
could place paper
clips, mini pencils
etc. in the pocket
instead of tools.

Actual Size
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Fold the top two corners down to the point
where the cut line meets the fold line each side 
as shown.

Unfold the two corners again then trim them off
diagonally on the fold lines.

Fold the bottom half up as shown and place
strips of double sided tape along both sides of
this flap.

Bring the point of the left hand triangle up as
shown and fold. Peel off the backing from the
tape and stick the little flap onto it. Do the same
on the other side to complete the pocket.

Open the pocket and reverse the fold on the two
end panels so you have a double oblong with the
folds inside.

Place double sided tape all round the outer
edges of the oblongs. Remove the tape from one
oblong only, position the pocket inside the case
with the fold of the pocket against the fold of the
case and stick into place. Remove the backing
from the other side of the pocket and fold the
case over the pocket to stick into place.

Now all that is left to do is fill it with tools
and decorate the front, this can be done with
stickers like I have used or any similar ones you
can find. There are many little items around that
would be suitable or else you can cut pictures
from old catalogues. Add the recipients name
using peel off stickers.

Above: 
The design also lends itself to all sorts of other ideas.
Fishing is a very popular hobby and this little box looks
great with a can of worms and other fishy items. How
about this suitcase version for someone who loves trav-
elling, you could even pop a travellers cheque inside as
an extra special birthday treat.



In The Garden
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By Anita Light
I was impressed by the simple idea of folding

the front of the card back on itself in Dolphin
Duo (Issue 30) to make a narrow front and I
have made these cards using the same idea.

Materials Required:
Parch Marque Green Paper 11cm x 16cm.
Thin White Card 11cm x 16cm.
Natural Brown Corrugated Card 4.5cm x 14cm.
Garden Collage Sheets: CS002 and CS003.
Deckle Edged Scissors.
Gold Label Stickers: XL307U-01 Gold.
Craft Knife and Ruler.
Sticky Fixers.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive:
Card Mount: SF03U-24 Dark Green.

To Make The Card:
Measure in to the centre of the front panel

of the card at both ends. Place a ruler along the
marks and use a scoring tool or the back of the
knife blade to score the card along the ruler. 

Fold the card mount in the usual way then
fold the front panel back over itself to make the
narrow front.

Cut the pale green
paper to 10cm x 14.5cm
using the deckle edged
scissors then fold it in half
lengthwise to make a long
narrow insert to go behind
the narrow front. 

Open the card and 
run a line of glue along 
the back panel close to 
the fold. Slip the insert
into the card, pressing it
onto the glue and fold the
card closed. The deckled
edge will just show along
the centre of the design
creating a line of contrast.

Cut the strip of natural brown corrugated
card to size and glue onto the right hand side 
of the back flap. 

You can cut out and use the collage sheet
pictures just as they are, but I like to give them 

a little extra thickness by
mounting onto a piece of thin
white card first, particularly if
they are to be put in the post.

Roughly cut round the
pictures you want to use 
and glue them onto the thin
card before cutting out neatly.
Mount the vegetables onto
the corrugated card using
sticky fixers for added depth.
Add the boots onto the front
panel also using sticky fixers. 

Place the greeting of your
choice on the panel above the
boots, you can make various
different phrases from this
Father’s Day sheet.



Dad’s Delivery
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By Kath Power
This card was originally designed for a postal

worker ’s retirement, but I find it is a design 
that is ideal for many occasions including
Birthday, Mother’s/Father’s Day, New Home 
etc. It is fairly simple to match the door design 
to the recipients home to make it especially 
personalised.

Materials Required:
Card: White 88mm x 165mm and 
Black 3cm x 4cm.
Scraps of Paper in Cream, White and Manilla.
Acetate 7cm x 7cm.
Pencil and Ruler.
Craft Knife and Fine Embossing Tool.
Cream Paper 8cm x 8cm.
Gold Label Stickers: Daisy Borders XL460, 
Letters XL321 and Numbers XL403.
Fine Black and Red Pens.
Double Sided Tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF01U-44 Linen Cream.

To Make The Card:
Begin with the panel of white card, lightly

mark the back with pencil to indicate the door
panels, letterbox and windows, following the
plan or adapt to a particular door.

Cut out the windows using a sharp craft
knife, then cut the sides and bottom edges of the
letterbox. Don’t cut along the top of the letterbox
just score along the line.

Emboss the door 
panels using a small 
ball embossing tool 
and a straight edge such
as the edge of a metal
embossing stencil, a flat
metal ruler or a sheet of
rigid plastic. Use a light
box or a bright window
to align the pencilled
panels over the straight

edge and emboss a line along the pencil mark
only, if you go beyond the marks it will show on
the finished work so do take care.

Lay the door design onto the card mount and
lightly mark the window and letterbox positions
in pencil. Cut these out from the front of the card
mount. Cutting oversize by a bare millimetre will
ensure the card is not seen through the windows
and will make lining up easier. 

Use double sided tape to stick the acetate
centrally over the window
cut outs making sure not to
cover the letterbox. Add any
window details as required,
then glue the door into posi-
tion on the card mount. 

All the details on the 
door are made from stickers,
utilising the small bits left
from other designs for the 
lock and handle. Add the
appropriate wording stickers.
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Make a little envelope to push through the
letterbox. Trace the envelope diagram and re-
trace to transfer it to the cream paper. Cut out 
the envelope and make
up leaving the flap un-
stuck. Slip the card into
the envelope and add a
message to the front.

For the inside, cut the
white, cream and manilla
paper into rectangles
approximately 3cm x
2cm and using the black
pen, write “To Dad” on
each with squiggly lines
for the address. Draw
red stamp outlines in the 
corner of each envelope
and add a black ‘1st’ in
each stamp. 

Make a pile of letters inside the
card placing them and gluing once
you are satisfied with the layout. 

Cut out a pair of feet from the
black card and stick these to the pile
of letters. Before posting the card,
pop the little card and envelope half
hanging out of the letterbox.

Inside Of Card

Actual Size

Actual Size



This card has been stitched using DMC
thread. Using Anchor or Madeira threads 
may give a slightly different, although equally
pleasing, finished result. 

Good Luck
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By Connie McEvoy
Stitched on 14 count White Aida using 2

strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for the
backstitch. This design fits an AP54U card. 

Stitch Count:
width 23 x depth 23.

The design on
the left offers a
slightly different
effect. The wording
is moved to under-
neath the main
design and a square
border has been
added around it.

Shown in an
AP58M Stardream
Silver card, the
green border is
27 x 27 stitches wide
to fit neatly into the
aperture. Stitch the
border in silver if
you prefer to use a
green card mount.

DMC                              ANCHOR  MADEIRA

A  -   469    Dk. Olive Green  267             1407
B   -   470    Olive Green         266             1408
D  -   519    Pale Blue              160             1014
E   -   307    Yellow                   290             0105
F   -   -         Silver                         -                    -
     -   986    Green Bkstitch     246             1313
     -   3799  Dk. Grey Bkstch  236             1714
     -   470    Olive Bkstitch      266             1408   
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Hip Pig
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By Mel Burns
This is a very fun and simple card to make

and can be made in other colour combinations
or modelled in clay if you prefer.

Materials Required:
Foam Sheet: 1 x Multi-colour, 1 x Pink 
and 1 x Pale Orange.
Tracing Paper and Carbon Paper.
Scissors or Craft Knife.
1 Pair 5mm Wobbly Eyes.
2 Wire Rings approx 8mm.
Tiny Faceted Jewel.
Fine Black Pen and 105mm Square White Card.
UHU Adhesive.
Card Mount: AP10U Raspberry.

To Make The Card:
Trace the body parts from the diagram in-

cluding the two circles for the nostrils and use 
the carbon paper to transfer them to the relevant
colour foam. Carefully cut out all the parts.

Use the UHU to stick the body onto the white
card. Add the legs and tail. Glue the pink head
on top of the coloured body and the orange nose
onto this, the diagram shows the exact position
for these pieces. 

I have used links
from an old chain
for my rings, which
need opening out a
little so that they fit
around the foam, 
or you could make
your own from a
length of wire. 

Pull one ring
open a little and slip
over one ear, if it
doesn’t stay in place
add a dab of glue
on the back. Glue
the little jewel to the

other ear then glue ears into place on the card. 
Place the second opened ring on the orange

nose making sure each end of wire falls inside a
circle before gluing into place. Glue on the eyes
in the positions shown. 

I have written the wording by hand, you can
trace and transfer it
from the diagram or
use one of the many
different methods
available to add the
wording of your
choice.

Mount the design
into the aperture and
glue back flap down.

Actual Size



Rose Bookmark
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By Joanne Sanderson
Stitched on 18 count White Aida using 2 strands for the

cross stitch and 1 strand for the backstitch. This design fits 
a BK01U card. Stitch Count: width 18 x depth 85.

DMC                                  ANCHOR       MADEIRA

A  -  819  Very Light Pink           271                   0501
B   -  818            Light Pink             24                   0502
C  -  776              Mid Pink             25                   0503
D  -  307                  Yellow           290                   0105
E   -  745                  Cream           292                   0101
F   -  703         Light Green           243                   1401
G      700           Mid Green           245                   1403
H      893            Dark Pink             54                   0611
I    -  White               White               1                 White



Classic Car
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By Lisa Bates

Materials Required:
Black Mirri Card A5.
Silver Mirri Card 10 x 6cm.
Clear Acetate 11 x 3cm.
Matt Black Card A5.
Silver Holographic Paper 
2 x 4cm.
Tracing Paper A5 and Pencil.
Craft Knife or Scissors.
Fine Embossing Tool.
Silver Wire and Hole Punch.
Carbon Paper and Mini Fixers.
Stickers: XL307U-02 Happy
Father’s Day and ZL171U-72
Holographic Straight Lines.
White Gel Pen and Black Felt Tipped Pen.
Double Sided Tape and Clear Tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount SF01U Pearl Kingfisher Blue.

To Make The Card:
Trace the wheels etc. from the first diagram,

transfer to the matt black card and cut out. 
Make the wheels one at a time as follows.

Place the wheel face down and cut a length of
wire the fit across the wheel but not quite to the
outer edges. Tape into place with very small
pieces of clear tape pressed firmly over the wire,
making sure it does not show from the front. Cut
another length of wire to fit across the wheel 
at right angles to the first, fixing into place as
before. Use two more lengths to divide these
quarters in half again. 

Put a small strip of double sided tape on the
back of some silver Mirri card and punch three
dots with the hole punch. Peel the backing from
the tape and stick one to the centre front of
wheels 2, 4 and 5. 

Trace the car body etc. from the diagram at
the top of the next page including the inner lines

for embossing. Transfer the pieces to the white
side of the black Mirri card using carbon paper
between the tracing and card. Cut out the pieces
and cut away the windows.

Run the side of a black felt tipped pen nib
along the cut edges of the pieces to hide the
white of the card behind.

1

234

5

Actual Size
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Place the tracing back over the body, right
side up and indent all the details from the 
diagram. Cut a piece of acetate to fit behind all
the windows in one long strip and use a little
double sided tape on the back of the car to stick
it into place. Score and bend the visor on the line
and glue into place by the top edge only. 

Place wheels 1 and 3 in position on the assem-
bly diagram and put a couple of mini fixers onto
each where the car will overlap. Position the car

1
2

3 4

5

x
x

x

over the wheels and stick them onto the back
using the pre-placed pads.

Trace the radiator, bumper, mirror etc. from
the diagram on the following page. Transfer
them all to the back of the silver Mirri card using
carbon paper and cut them out. 

Glue the stem to the silver side of the mirror
and sticky fix the mirror onto the car in the 
position shown. Glue the end of the stem where
it touches the car body.

Assembly Diagram

Actual Size
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Cut a second bonnet (the section shown in
lighter grey) from black Mirri using the diagram
on the previous page. Indent the line near the top
as before and fix into place using sticky fixers at
the front/radiator end and glue where it meets
the body, covering over the end of the wing
mirror stem.

Fix the matt black wheel arches into place on
the car using a mini fixer at the top of the back
wheel and by the front wheel (see the white ‘X’s’
on the diagram). Glue the
front edge of the large piece
to the body.

Use the embossing tool
and a ruler to emboss the
grill lines onto the radiator
grill and glue behind the
frame piece. Add the badge
to the top centre.

Cut the headlamp glass
(above right) from the 
holographic silver and glue
over the lamp holders lining
up the front edges. 

Glue the back radiator
bracket into place by the top
end only sticky fixing the
lower end to the body under
where the bumper will be.
Sticky fix the back headlamp
into place, then sticky fix the
made up radiator into place. 

Add the other bumper
bracket sticky fixing the top
end and leaving the bottom
end free for the moment.

Sticky fix the back wheel into place, then the
front wheel which will need a stack of two fixers
at the bottom edge and one at the top of the
wheel to make the depth right. Sticky fix the
shiny black wheel arches and running board 
into place.

Sticky fix the bumper into place over the
wheels and brackets, gluing the front bracket
to the back of it and using a sticky fixer on the
front tyre. 

Make a little number
plate from matt black card cut
earlier. Add the wording and
border using a white pen then
sticky fix the number plate
onto the bumper underneath
the radiator.

Sticky fix the spare wheel into place tucking
the bottom edge behind the arch and running
board. The door handles are tiny bits of peel off
from the waste you get on many different sheets.

As with the real thing, your car will need a
polish now to get the fingerprints off. Use a soft
tissue and it should come up lovely and shiny.

Cut a panel of matt black card to 2cm x 10cm
and cut the straight line stickers to make a neat
border then peel and stick the Happy Father’s
Day into the space.
Below: Looks stunning in shiny red on one of our
new pearl gold cards. I changed the number plate and
wording to make this ‘Husband’ version.

Actual Size Actual Size

Actual Size



Layered Rosettes
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By Leo Thompson
These flowers are made from daubed or

sponged paper which is built up in layers. This
allows you to create a wide selection of colours
to suit almost any card colour or occasion.

Materials Required:
Plain White Paper A5.
Tracing Paper A5.
White Mulberry Paper A5.
Pencil and Scissors.
Congratulations Background Paper.
Gold Glitter and Small Paintbrush.
Dauber Duo or Ink Pad in Purple/Gold.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC6U-99 Pearl Passion. 

To Make The Card:
Trace the flower rounds from the diagram and

transfer them separately onto the plain paper.
Cut them out and cut down between each petal
approx. 1cm on the largest and decreasing the cut
for each successive round. 

Use the daubers or a sponge and ink pad to
colour the outer edges of the petals. On the
smallest round paint the middle in a yellowish

colour for the flower centre and add a touch of
sparkle with some gold glitter.

Glue the rounds one on top of the other by
the centres only beginning with the largest and
working through to the smallest. Gently curve up
the outer part of each petal using your fingers to
add to the 3D effect. 

Cut a 10cm square of background paper and
lay it over the mulberry paper leaving 2cm all
round. Dip the paintbrush in water and paint a
line 1cm away from the background paper all
round. Pull away the excess mulberry paper to
leave a fluffy edged square.

Glue the mulberry paper then the background
centrally onto the card and the rosette onto the

top to finish.
Left: If you make
the rosette using
orange and brown
paints and mount
onto a copper
background paper
it works very 
well for a more
masculine card. I
have added some
copper peel off
leaves to complete
the design.

Actual Size
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By Jo Crouch
Here is a selection of ideas for using Gold

Label stickers on your cards. All the designs are
really quick and easy to make with just a few
extra bits and pieces required. 

The different colour combinations of cards
and stickers available can make your designs
look so much more individual, you may never
again want to stick with just gold or silver on
plain white cards. The pearl/glitter cards are 
particularly lovely and will enhance any design.

Above:
Silhouette stickers
do usually look
best in matt black (colour 33) as
shown here, but check them out
in holographic colours as well,
they can look fabulous. 

The elephant sticker is shown on
a pearl fresh green card and is
backed with three shades of
mulberry paper overlapping
each other. Very simple to do and really
effective. The unicorn is shown on Cin-
derella Purple Star scrapbook paper on a pearl passion
card. The two on the right are shown on another scrap-
book paper in subtle rainbow shades.

Right: Babies and weddings are
always popular. These “Birth 
of your Baby’ and ‘On your
Wedding Day’ stickers are in
Welsh and are shown on pearl
pink and pearl lilac cards. 

The main designs on these two
cards are Sandylion Essentials
stickers. These layered card
shapes often have jewels, rib-
bon bows etc. as extra embellishments.
All the pieces shown on the cards
(other than the Gold Label peel off stickers) come in
the Essentials packs.

Left: The daisy flower border sticker
comes in a range of colours
and there are lots of spare
flowers and dots on the
sheet so you can make 
all sorts of designs and
patterns on your cards.
These look really great
combined with some of
the ‘relatives’ stickers.

Above: These dinky little football
shirts look amazing in green, red,
white or blue with gold edges.
Stick them onto white card and
cut round the edge - they will
look just like perfect little enam-
elled badges. Mount them onto
panels using mini fixers to com-
plete the 3D effect. The green
background pieces on the card
above are cut from sticky backed
Vivelle. The England flags can 
be given the same treatment. 

Left: These fun flip flop
and bikini stickers are sure
to go down well with the
girl in your life - great 
for teenagers and for the
young at heart. I have
teamed them up with
some ‘Informal Greetings’
stickers, this sheet is
crammed with lots of 
different and less formal
ways of greeting your
friends and loved ones.
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By Edna Isherwood
The recent decommissioning of

all Concords has not in any way
lessened the great pride and love
many ordinary people feel for this
fabulous aircraft and I wanted to
commemorate it.

Materials Required:
Rainbow Paper 20.5 x 9.5cm.
3mm Quilling Paper: White with
Silver Edge, Red, Blue and Black.
Quilling Tool.
Scrap of Silver Paper.
Cocktail Stick.
Stickers – Silver Stars and Letters.
Silver Holographic Border Stickers.
Tracing Paper and Plain White Paper.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC8U-30 White.

To Make The Card:
Trace the outline and details from the diagram

and transfer to the white paper. This will be used
to assemble the quilled shapes onto.
1. Begin with the tail
details by winding 
a strip of red paper
onto the tool for about
12 turns, tear off the
excess and drop the
coil from the tool. Do

not let the coil loosen very much, about 8mm is plenty,
and glue the end to form the coil. Pinch this coil to a
crescent shape and lay onto the top red band on the 
diagram, tweak the shape to fit the diagram if necessary
then glue into place on the diagram. 

2. Using red again,
wind on the tool for 
5 turns, tear off the
excess, remove and
glue to form coil as
before. Pinch this 
coil to form a little
crescent to fit the 
diagram and glue onto the diagram as before. 

3. Now wind the blue
strip for 10 turns,
make the coil, lay
onto the diagram 
and form to a shape
to fit between the 
two red pieces, you
want it to form a sort
of rectangle with the two reds. Glue into place.

4. Make a black coil
using 5 turns, pinch 
a chevron to fit and
glue into place.

5. Using a full length
of silver edged white
wind a circle in the
following way. Begin with a loop
of approximately 1cm diameter
and wind the whole strip around
this loop, obviously by hand rather
than a tool. If the circle is too small
let it unwind a little, if it is too
large pull the end to tighten the
centre and rewind the end. This
needs to be pressed into a flat bar
with rounded ends, a kind of lozenge shape to fit one of 

1

2

3

4

Actual Size
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the engine outlines.
Glue onto the dia-
gram holding firmly
in shape until the 
glue holds it. Make
another three, shape
and glue into place.

6. Use strips approx.
15cm, wind to loose
coils but do not let
any of them expand
too much as we
want a lot of silver to
show on the finished
design. Use one coil,
press to a teardrop
shape to fit the nose
of the plane and glue into place once you are happy
with the shape. 

7. Make more coils in
this way and bend
them to shape on the
diagram to fit above
the line down the 
centre of the neck. 

8. Once the top half of
the neck is finished,
glue a folded strip 
of paper along the
line on the diagram
sticking it to the coils
already there. Work
the neck below this
line in the same way as you did the top half. 

9. Now define the tail
shape making coils 
as for the neck but
squeezing and bend-
ing them to fit the
outline nicely before
gluing to the diagram.

10. Stay with the same coils to define the wing tips and
body. Use crescents on both wings bending to fit the
outline and gluing to keep in place. The body beside the
engines needs more of a corner shape to fit the diagram.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12. Cut the window from silver
paper using the inset diagram
above if necessary then make the
landing gear in the following way.
Fold the end of a white/silver strip
about 1cm and glue, wrap the strip
around this for four complete turns
gluing to the centre fold as you go.
Make another at this size and one
at approx. 2.5cm. Cut a black strip
in half to make a 1.5mm wide strip
and use 10cm lengths wound to tight pegs to make the
six wheels. Glue a wheel either side of one end of each
of the three bars. Glue these into place with the long 
one on the nose (see picture above for position).

Glue the background paper to the card mount
then, carefully cut the background from around
the plane and stick into place on the card.

Add the border stickers in a double row to
cover the edge of the background paper and 
add the letters and stars using the photo as a
guide if necessary.

11. Continue to fill in the rest of the body in this way
using slightly smaller lengths if necessary. It really is 
not important that every coil is the same shape as the
picture, just that the body is filled in nicely. Take a strip
of white/silver paper and glue the end to the outer 
edge of the wing, dab a little glue along the strip and
wind this around the outer edge of the plane to define
it’s shape. Only glue a couple of centimetres at a time 
so the glue does not dry out.

12
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  Letters
Here is another selection of your lovely letters

and pictures of your work. Please continue to send
in your letters as we always enjoy reading them
and give a £10 voucher for every letter published.
Please try to include a sample or photo so they can
be included in the magazine.

Stockport, Cheshire, SK7

Dear Editor,

I have been buying the Craft Creations
magazine for a number of years and 
my daughter who is a primary school
teacher looks through it for ideas.

The Jolly Snowman Christmas card
looked ideal for her class of 5 year olds and they produced a very 
satisfactory example. I enclose a photograph of a selection of very
cheerful snowmen with peel off stars and Christmas messages.

The magazine gets better all the time and I spend many happy hours
making cards. I belong to a townswomens guild with an arts and crafts
section, usually making cards in different styles.

Sylvia G. Meads.

The children obviously had lots of fun, and what a great set of cards they
made. We’d love to see more of their cardmaking pictures and could give 
the school a mention which I’m sure the children would enjoy.

Redruth, Cornwall, TR16

Dear Jenny & Paul,

As you can see I have enclosed a
few photographs of cards I have
made over the last few months. I
am quite limited in what I can do
as I suffer with Multiple Sclerosis.
With limited dexterity in my
hands I can only do certain things. I use découpage
sheets as flat pictures as I can’t use scissors proper-
ly and the different peel off stickers are great.

I must say I get so much pleasure
from making these cards as it is
something I can still do. I have always
been very artistic in nature and did
enjoy lots of physical activities. I still
enjoy life enormously and am thank-
ful that I can still create things at
my desk and computer.

Whilst writing I would like to ask if it would be possible
for Craft Creations to create sticker sheets for larger
cards of: To A Special Couple, Both Of You, Niece,
Nephew, Aunt, Sister/Brother-In-
Law, Grandson/Granddaughter.

Many thanks for the lovely magazine,
I really look forward to it. There are
some very talented craft workers 
out there and I salute them all.

Kathy White.

You must have been reading our minds as we have just
made a set of stickers with all of the wording you have
requested and a bit more besides. Codes to order are
XL670U to XL673U.

Warrington, Cheshire, WA4

Dear Craft Creations,

This is an example of the card I
sent to my friends and family 
last Christmas. Many were so
impressed with the design that 
I thought I would share it with 
you and your readers. Although 
I originally designed this card for Christmas, I have
made similar ones for ‘Welcome Home’ and ‘New Home’
occasions.

I am now into my third year of card making and have
made many friends through my newly found creative
abilities. I help to run a craft club at my daughter’s
school which contributes funds for school activities.

My craft corner has now become a craft room which 
is slowly threatening to take over more of the house. 
I love your magazine and am always inspired by the 
talents of it’s readers.

Yours craftily, Karen Young.

Hockley, Essex, SS5

Dear Craft Creations,

A short while before Christmas the postman brought
me a great surprise. As it turned out, my Mum and 
Dad had bought me a subscription for Christmas.

I have enclosed a card I made for Mum and Dad to say
thank you and would like to return the surprise by 
getting it printed in the magazine. 

It must be about 10 years ago my Mum introduced me
to card making and we have great fun making cards
together sometimes. The card making bug is also
spreading throughout our family. My Daughter, Nephew, 
Sister-in-laws and Cousins are also joining in with what is now becoming
a family tradition of sending home made Birthday, Christmas and any
other occasion cards to all and sundry.

Lee Gatward.

What a lovely idea, we hope your Mum and Dad enjoy the surprise.

Cardiff, CF14

Dear Mr & Mrs Kearley,

I’m just writing in with a quick tip. While wrap-
ping my Christmas presents, I ran out of gift tags. I quickly folded some
white card in half and stuck  peel off stickers onto it. Either punch a hole
in the corner or use double sided tape on the back. 

S. Gregory.
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Above: Mrs P. Davies, Newcastle Upon Tyne.
Hand cut basket which is backed by Iris folding
using mulberry, pearl and printed pink papers.
Sequin flowers are added using foam pads and
a dot of glitter glue in the centres.
Below: Jane Adams, Suffolk.
Wording backstitched on Aida fabric which is
padded and mounted into an aperture card. The
silk flowers and leaves are glued into place with
the ribbon and a feather butterfly.

Right: Eileen Goodwill, Oxfordshire.
A montage of various items keeping to a 
lilac theme, features a wrapped parcel, a
padded heart with bead trim, bouquet of silk
flowers and a butterfly which is made of card,
coloured with gel pens, with a bead body and
twisted wire antennae.

Below: Ms. T. Warrington, Kent. 
I made the teapot from modelling clay
and painted it with glass paints. It is
mounted onto a hand cut circle of gold,
parchment and stardream, with a drawn
gold design on the blue and embossed
and gold on the parchment. These
circles are mounted onto a small folded
card to allow the design to stand up.

Above: Mrs S. Zverblis, Kent.
Flower motif cut from scrapbook paper
and the heart is made from quilled
roses. I have highlighted the rose and
filled the heart with glitter.

Above: Dorothy James, Merseyside.
Paper flower bouquet with silver leaves and tiny dot
stickers, the border words and butterfly are also stick-
ers. The side panel is made in toning colours with the
top panel being stencil embossed with an Iris design.

Far Right: 
Joyce Graham,
Oxfordshire.
Green pearl card in the
apertures makes the
background for these
paper roses with sticker
wording and borderlines.

Right: Liz Stanley,
Buckinghamshire.
Wooden half flowerpot
with paper leaves and
flowers on a selection of
card panels.
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Above: Margaret Carter, Wiltshire.
Flowers are cut from wrapping paper mounted
onto thin card before cutting out. The edge of the
card is embossed and cut to shape to give an inter-
esting edge. I have added a flower braid and touches of
glitter to decorate.
Below: Evelyn Cantelo, Middlesex.
The fan design is a sticker which I have decorated with
dots of dimensional paint in colours to match the tassel
made from beads. 

Above Centre: Liz Bond, Kent.
Parchment panel trimmed to
the shape of the flower sticker
which has been coloured with
felt tipped pens. The parchment
has an embossed and pricked
border pattern. The wording
and gold edge are stickers.
Above: 
Mrs E.A. Baker, Essex. 
Gold panels of card combined
with orange-gold paper and
roses, with decorative edges
made from stickers.

Left: 
Georgie MacAdam,
Northumberland.
Hand drawn hairstyles
made into picture
panels, decorated with
rub down transfers.
Right: 
Caroline Moore, 
N. Ireland.
Rich burgundy velvet
panels with smaller
panels in the same
colour as the mount. I
have made an arrange-
ment for my embossed
foil pot using wire,
beads and a feather.

Above: Louise Dunkley, Cornwall.
Rubber stamped ted and wording
which is cut out and backed with 
a darker panel.

Right: Evelyn Card, Cleveland.
Fan sticker over rainbow paper, which

is folded for
effect with a
hand made
tassel added.
The panel is
made from
background
paper cut to
shape with
silver paper
behind it.
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Below: Pat Williams, Cambridgeshire.
Hand made parasol filled with artifi-
cial flowers, on a shaped background
panel edged with silver stickers and
paper butterflies.

Below: Gill Kittle, Norfolk. 
I began with a padded satin background mounted into
the aperture and have added a lady printed from my
computer, a hat which I cut from card and covered with

taffeta, silk roses which I coloured
with marker pens, feathers and
beads on wire which I coloured
with a permanent marker.
Right: 
Mrs J. Hick, Staffordshire.
I have cut an arch window into a
double fold card and folded the
sides out to make shutters using
fine corrugated card to give the
wooden effect. The flowers are
quilled and are in a vase cut from
a collage sheet. 

Above: Mrs B.J. Marshall, Hertfordshire.
The wording and border were printed
from my computer, the Fuchsia design
is quilled with bought stamens added.
Below: Mrs S. Dance, Nottinghamshire.
Heart offcut stuck onto a single fold
card, decorated with peel off stickers.

Above: Maureen Batten, East Sussex.
Mulberry grass and a wheelbarrow hand cut 
from corrugated card with real pressed flowers
tumbling out.

Below: Sarah Turner, Wiltshire.
Patchwork panel is rubber stamped
and glittered with embellishments
using stickers, sequins and beads. 
The wording panel is stencil
embossed parchment with stickers
around the edge.

Above: Sue Collins, Fife.
Rubber stamped and glitter embossed butterfly
background, with extra images cut out and layered
for a 3D effect, over a decoupaged flower corner.



Above: 
Tricia Hyde, Manchester.
I have made the card from
polymer clay, a medium I love
working with. The background
is a hand painted sky and 
flock grass.
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Above: Amy Dennett, Middlesex.
Horseshoes of glittered acetate with dimensional paint
outlines and little sequin hearts for decoration. The
background is mulberry paper on a plain paper square
trimmed with stickers.
Right: 
Marilyn Trickey, Surrey.
Wording is printed
onto paper from the
computer with the 
centre cut out to make
a frame. The bars
between the apertures
are wrapped with rib-
bon and the apertures
backed with paper 
covered with vellum.
The little motifs in the squares are all quilled.
Below: Kathleen Davis, Oxfordshire.
The sea is drawn with a glitter glue pen with little fish
stickers and paper punched swans. The boat is a little
wooden shape and the booklet is hand made.

Above: 
Sue Clark, Cambridgeshire.
Quilled mouse bride and
groom with peel off wording.

Above: Claire Bowen, Birmingham.
Lovely texture and colour combination of
the panels make a strikingly simple and
stylish design.
Left: Doreen Sainty, Essex.
I have cut the underskirt for the dress from
white foam and added a lace overskirt and
veil, trimmed with beads and lace motifs.
Below: Lesley Grant, Cambridgeshire.
The figure is made from pipe cleaners,
wadding, fabric and a piece of old tights.
The confetti is made from bits of left over
sticker and the brush is pipe cleaner
wrapped with wool. The roof and chim-
ney are made from paper.
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Above: 
Mrs W.M. Roberts, Oxfordshire.
A panel of netting edged with lace and trimmed
with strips of silver paper. The hearts are hand
cut from foil wrapping paper and the flower 
is punched from parchment and decorated 
with jewels.
Below Left: Carol Crowley, London.
I have backed the aperture with shimmer paper
overlaid with silver
net then wording
stickers on a clear
sticker. The church
is cut using a sissix
die, the dress is silk
decorated with
stickers and a 
glitter card bodice.
The bouquet, veil
and shoes are 
from a little pack 
of decorations.

Below: Shirley Young, Sheffield.
I started with a single fold card and
cut my own aperture and a strip off 
of the side which is then stuck onto
the back panel. The tag is computer
wording printed onto acetate backed
by card and trimmed to tag shape.
This is decorated with wire, punched
hearts and stickers.

Above: 
Ginny Adams, Bristol.
3D découpage design made using sticky
fixers. Outside the aperture I have used
strips of quilling paper to make a border
and added peel off wording over this.
Below: 
Maureen Bleakley, Devon.
The bride and groom and arch are 
stickers which I have coloured with 
pencil, the arch is then decorated with
sprays of quilled flowers.

Left: Gill Darlington, Lancashire.
Little polymer clay people and arch
with trailing roses.

Below: Shelley Pizzey, Essex.
Embossed parchment outline 
with pearl paint and glitter details.
Panels are held together with heart
shape rivets.

Above: P.D. Palmer, Dorset.
This design is made using a mixture of paper
punches and quilling with rubber stamped 
wording and a lace trimmed aperture.
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